What does it take to be a hero?

A hero may perform an act of remarkable bravery. He or she may also have an admirable quality—like courage, and strength of character.

For example, Henry Morgenthau became a hero by remembering his connection to Jews in another part of the world, which ultimately saved their lives.

Who Are Henry’s Heroes?

Henry's Heroes are YOU! Or they can be!

We know that your contributions would make the late and great Henry Morgenthau proud, and there are so many around the world that are thankful for your generosity.

By choosing to give back and make a difference for others with Just Like Henry, you've proven that you have what it takes to make a great hero.

In fact, we're so proud of all the thought and effort you put behind your Just Like Henry project, that we want to share your story with the world by featuring your on our web site!

Tell us about your Just Like Henry project!

Fill out the form below, send us a photo, and even a video (up to 10 MB), and we'll showcase your story in the “Henry's Heroes” gallery, coming soon to JDC's web site, www.jdc.org. Show your friends the amazing work that you've done and encourage them to become heroes, too!

Please return this form to: justlikehenry@jdc.org or to your teacher.
I want to be a Henry’s Hero!

Name ___________________
Age ___________________
School ___________________
City, State ______________
Email ___________________

Share with us your thoughts by using the starter sentences below…

1. The JLH project I / we chose was …

2. The reason(s) I / we selected that JLH specific project …

3. Something important I /we learned while doing this was …

4. The most rewarding part of doing a JLH project was …

5. I / we raised money for the JLH project by …

6. I / we raised $_____ (amount) which will go towards …

7. A piece of advice for other kids doing a JLH project …

Make sure you show your friends the amazing work that you’ve done and encourage them to become heroes, too!

Please return this form to: justlikehenry@jdc.org or to your teacher.